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Abstract
It is known thatH(2n, q2), n2, does not have ovoids. We improve this result of Thas by showing
that the smallest cardinality of a set of points of H(2n, q2) meeting all generators of H(2n, q2) is
q2n−2(q3 + 1). Up to isomorphism there is only one example of this size, and this consists of the
points of a cone Sn−2H(2, q2) that do not lie in the vertex Sn−2 of the cone.
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1. Introduction
Let H(2n, q2), denote the non-degenerate hermitian variety of PG(2n, q2). The gener-
ators of H(2n, q2) have dimension n − 1; these are the largest subspaces of PG(2n, q2)
that are contained inH(2n, q2). It is known thatH(2n, q2) has no ovoid, that isH(2n, q2)
has no set of points meeting every generator in exactly one point, see [6].
In this paperwe improve this result.We shall determine the smallest point set ofH(2n, q2)
thatmeets every generator in at least one point. In order to state the resultweneed the notation
of a truncated cone. If U is a subspace of PG(2n, q2), then U ∩ H(2n, q2) is a possibly
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degenerate hermitian variety. Such a hermitian variety is denoted by SiH(d, q2), if it is a
cone with a vertex of dimension i over a non-degenerate hermitian variety H(d, q2). The
truncated cone S∗i H(d, q2) is obtained by removing the points of the vertex Si of the cone.
Theorem 1. Suppose B is a set of points ofH(2n, q2), n2, meeting all generators. Then
|B|q2n−2(q3 + 1) with equality if and only if B is a truncated cone Sn−2H(2, q2).
We remark that similar results are known for some polar spaces that also do not have
ovoids. To these belong the parabolic polar spacesQ(2n, p) for primes p> 3 [1], see also
[2], the elliptic quadrics Q−(2n + 1, q) for n2 [4], and the symplectic polar spaces
W(2n+ 1, q2) for n2 and q even [5]. We remark thatQ(6, 3) has ovoids [3]. For further
information on the existence of ovoids in polar spaces we refer to [7].
2. The smallest blocking set of H(4, q2)
The hermitian variety H(2n, q2), n1, is deﬁned by a unitary polarity ⊥ in PG(n, q2).
The elements of H(2n, q2) are the subspaces U of PG(4, q2) that satisfy U ⊆ U⊥. In this
paper, we call these subspaces the singular subspaces of PG(4, q2) (with respect to ⊥).
The maximal singular subspaces have dimension n − 1, and are called the generators of
H(2n, q2). In this section we shall prove Theorem 1 in the case n= 2.
Lemma 2. Suppose that B is a minimal set of points of H(4, q2) with the property that
B meets every line of H(4, q2). Then |B|q5 + q2 with equality if B is a truncated cone
S∗0H(2, q2).
Proof. For every point P, we denote by wP + 1 the smallest number of points of B that lie
on a generator on P. As B is a minimal set of points that meets every singular line, we have
wP = 0 for P ∈ B. For lines l we denote by wl the sum of the integers wP with P ∈ l. We
put |B| = q5 + . We assume that q2 and shall derive a contradiction in several steps.
(1) For P ∈ B we have |P⊥ ∩ B|.
Let l be a line ofH(4, q2)with l∩B={P }. Such a line exists since B is minimal. Each
point of l lies on q3 further lines of H(4, q2). Considering the q2 · q3 = q5 such lines
that meet l in a point different from P and taking into account that all these meet B, we
obtain |P⊥ ∩ B| |B| − q5 = .
(2) For all points R ∈ PG(4, q2)\B we have |R⊥ ∩ B|q3 + 1.
This is true for the singular points R /∈B, since each of the q3 + 1 singular lines on R
meets B. If R is non-singular, then R⊥ ∩ H(4, q2) is a H(3, q2), and at least q3 + 1
points are needed in a H(3, q2) to block all lines of a H(3, q2).
(3) For P ∈ B we have |P⊥ ∩ B|q2 − q + 1.
The point P lies on q6 secant lines. At most |B| − 1 of these meet B in a second point.
Thus, we ﬁnd q6 − q5 + 1−  secant lines l on P that meet B only in P. We show that
l⊥ ∩ B = ∅ for each such line l. For this, we count perpendicular point-pairs (X,R)
with X ∈ B and R ∈ l. Each point X ∈ l⊥ ∩B occurs q2 + 1 times. Every other point
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X ∈ B occurs just once. On the other hand, by (2), every point R ∈ l\{P } occurs in at
least q3 + 1 pairs. Hence
|B| + |l⊥ ∩ B|q2 |P⊥ ∩ B| + q2(q3 + 1).
As |B|q5 + q2 and |P⊥ ∩ B| |{P }| = 1, this shows that l⊥ ∩ B = ∅.
Thus, we have q6− q5+ 1−  secant lines l on P satisfying l⊥ ∩B = ∅. The points of
l⊥ ∩B for such a line lie of course in P⊥ ∩B. The subspaces l⊥ ∩B are planes of the
three-dimensional subspace P⊥ not passing through P. As every point of P⊥\{P } lies
in q4 such planes of P⊥, it follows that |(P⊥\{P }) ∩ B|q4q6 − q5 + 1− . Hence
|P⊥ ∩ B|q2 − q + 1.
(4) If R ∈ H(4, q2)\B with wR = 0, then |R⊥ ∩ B|q3 − q2 + q + .
Let l be a singular line on Rmeeting B in just one point P. Each of the q2 − 1 points of
l\{P,R} lies on q3 further singular lines, which meet B. This implies that
(|P⊥ ∩ B| − 1)+ (|R⊥ ∩ B| − 1) |B| − 1− (q2 − 1)q3.
Using (3), this gives the assertion.
(5) If l is a singular line that meets B in more than one point, then l contains a point R with
R /∈B with wR > 0.
Suppose thatwR=0 for allR ∈ l\B. Put |l∩B|=1+b. Count perpendicular point-pairs
(X,R) with X ∈ B and R ∈ l. The 1 + b points of l ∩ B occur in q2 + 1 such pairs
whereas every other point of B occurs in just one such pair. Applying (1) to the points
of l ∩ B and (4) to the points of l\B, it follows that:
|B| + (1+ b)q2(1+ b)+ (q2 − b)(q3 + − q2 + q + 1).
Since |B| = q5 + , this gives b(q3 + q + 1)q2( − q2 + q). As b1 and q2,
this is a contradiction.
(6) Suppose q > 2. If R ∈ H(4, q2)\B and wR > 0, then wRq2 − q.
Put b := wR . Consider a singular line l on R with |l ∩ B| = 1+ b. As in the previous
step we have




For X ∈ l ∩ B we use (3). For X ∈ l with X /∈B ∪ {R} we use that X lies on q3 + 1
singular lines, which meet B, so that |X⊥ ∩ B|q3 + b + 1. For the point R we use
that all q3 + 1 lines on R meet B in at least 1+ wR = 1+ b points. This implies that
|B| + (1+ b)q2(1+ b)(q2 − q + 1)+ (q2 − b − 1)(q3 + b + 1)
+ (q3 + 1)(1+ b).
This gives (b+ 1)(q2 − q − b+ 1). As q2 and q > 2, this implies that b< 1 or
b>q2 − q − 1. As we supposed that wR = b> 0, then wR = bq2 − q.
(7) If q > 2, then there exists a point R ∈ H(4, q2) such that B is the truncated cone
R⊥ ∩H(4, q2)\{R}.
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From (1) and (3) we have q2 − q + 1. Hence |B|>q5 + 1, so B is not an ovoid,
and thus there exists a singular line that meets B in more than one point. By (6) this
line contains a point R with wRq2 − q. This implies that R⊥ contains at least (q3 +
1)(wR + 1) = (q3 + 1)(q2 − q + 1) points of B. There cannot be a second point R′
with this property, because otherwise we could conclude that
|B|2(q3 + 1)(q2 − q + 1)− |R⊥ ∩ R′⊥ ∩ B|.
As |B|(q3 + 1)q2 and
|R⊥ ∩ R′⊥ ∩ B| |R⊥ ∩ R′⊥ ∩H(4, q2)|q3 + 1
this is a contradiction. Hence, every singular line that meets B in more than one point,
must pass through R. However, by (3), every point of B lies on a singular line that meets
B in more than one point. Hence all points of B lie in R⊥. As R /∈B and as B meets all
singular lines, it is clear that Bmust consists of all singular points of R⊥ different from
R (each singular pointX ∈ R⊥ withX = R lies on a singular line s with s ∩R⊥ =X).
(8) Nowwe consider the case q=2. By (1) every singular line meets B in at most q2=4
points. Suppose that there exists a singular line l that meets B in exactly four points, and
let R be the point of l not in B. Then (1) implies that = q2= 4 and P⊥ ∩B= l ∩B for
all P ∈ l ∩ B. As every point of B is perpendicular to at least one point of l, it follows
that B ⊆ R⊥ and we are done. Thus, it sufﬁces to show that some singular line meets
B in four points.
Assume that this is not true, so every singular line meets B in one, two or three points.
Let s1, s2, s3 be the number of singular linesmeetingB in 1, 2, 3 points. Then s1+s2+s3
is the total number of singular lines which is (q3 + 1)(q5 + 1). Also s1 + 2s2 + 3s3 =
|B|(q3 + 1), since every point of B is one q3 + 1 singular lines. Since |P⊥ ∩ B|3
for P ∈ B, confer (3), we also have 2s2 + 6s32|B|. These three equations together
imply that s3> 0. Hence, there exist singular lines that meet B in three points.
Consider a point R ∈ H(4, q2)\B, put b := wR , and let l be a singular line on R that
meets B in precisely 1 + b points. As no singular line contains four points of B, then
b2. By (3), the perp of each point of l∩B contains at least three points of B, so at least
2− b points of B that do not lie on l. Each of the q2− 1− b points X of l that do not lie
inB∪{R} lie on q3+1 lines, so q3 of these meet B in points outside l. This implies that
there are at least (1+b)(2−b)+ (q2−1−b)q3 points in B that do not lie on l and that
are not perpendicular to R. Hence |R⊥ ∩B| |B| − (1+ b)(2− b)− (q2 − 1− b)q3.
Hence |R⊥ ∩ B|10 + b(b + 7). If b = 0, this gives |R⊥ ∩ B|10; as R lies on
q3+ 1= 9 singular lines, this implies that all singular lines on Rmeet B in exactly one
point, except that one of these might meet B in two points. If b=1, then |R⊥∩B|18;
thus all q3 + 1 singular lines on R meet B in exactly two points.
As we have seen above, there exists a singular line that meets B in three points. Then
wR=0 and 1 is impossible for the two pointsR ∈ l\B. HencewR2 for the two points
R ∈ l\B. There are 19 singular lines containing one of these two points, and each such
line meets B in at least three points. This implies |B|19 · 3, a contradiction. 
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3. The smallest blocking set of H(2n, q2)
In this section we lift the result on H(4, q2) to H(2n, q2) for n3. Suppose then that
n3, and that B is a set of points of H(2n, q2) that meets all generators of H(2n, q2). We
assume that |B|bn, where
br := q2r−2(q3 + 1)= |S∗r−2H(2, q2)| ∀r1.
We shall show that equality holds and that B is a truncated cone S∗n−2H(2, q2). This will
proveTheorem1.Weuse induction on n, the casen=2 being handled in the previous section.
Suppose then that n3 and that B is a minimal set of points of H(2n, q2) that meets all
generators. We shall show in several steps that B is a truncated cone S∗n−2H(2, q2).
(1) Let R be a point of H(2n, q2)\B. Then |R⊥ ∩ B|bn−1. Suppose |R⊥ ∩ B| = bn−1.
Then there exists a subspace U¯R of dimension n + 1 such that R ∈ U¯R ⊆ R⊥ and
U¯R ∩H(2n, q2)= Sn−2H(2, q2). Moreover, a singular line on R meets B iff it lies in
U¯R but not in the vertex Sn−2. Also every singular line on R that meets B, meets B in a
unique point.
This is the induction hypothesis applied to the varietyH(2n− 2, q2) that is induced in
R⊥/R, and to the set B ′ that consists of all singular lines on R that meet B.
(2) Suppose S is an s-dimensional singular subspacewith S∩B=∅, then |S⊥∩B|bn−1−s .
Equality implies that |B| = bn and |R⊥ ∩ B| = bn−1 for all R ∈ S.
Count perpendicular point pairs (X,R) ∈ B × S to obtain
|S⊥ ∩ B|q
2s+2 − 1
q2 − 1 + (|B| − |S
⊥ ∩ B|)q
2s − 1




Now the assertion follows from |B|bn = q2bn−1 and |R⊥ ∩ B|bn−1 for R ∈ l.
(3) There exist points R ∈ H(2n, q2)\B such that |R⊥ ∩ B| = bn−1.
Consider P ∈ B and a generatorG on P that meets B only in P. Such a generator exists,
sincewe assume thatB is aminimal set thatmeets all generators. ThenG contains q2n−2
hyperplanes H that do not contain P. It is not possible that |H⊥ ∩ B|q3 + 2 for all
these subspaces H, since otherwise |B\{P }|q2n−2(q3 + 1), contradicting |B|bn.
Then apply (2) to a hyperplane H of G satisfying |H⊥ ∩ B|q3 + 1.
(4) Suppose R is a point of R ∈ H(2n, q2)\B satisfying |R⊥ ∩ B| = bn−1. If V¯ is a
hyperplane of U¯R on R not containing the vertex Sn−2 of the cone U¯R ∩H(2n, q2)=
Sn−2H(2, q2), then the points of V¯ ∩ B lie in a (n− 1)-subspace V of V¯ with R /∈V .
We have V¯ ⊥ ∩H(2n, q2)= Sn−3H(1, q2), and this cone meets U¯R in the vertex Sn−2
of the cone U¯R ∩H(2n, q2)= Sn−2H(2, q2). Thus V¯ ⊥ contains a singular line l such
that l ∩ U¯R =R. Then l⊥ ∩ U¯R = V¯ (since U¯⊥R is the vertex Sn−2 of U¯R ∩H(2n, q2)=
Sn−2H(2, q2)). This implies that l does not meet B.
As l⊥ ∩ B is a subset of R⊥ ∩ B and hence of U¯R we have l⊥ ∩ B = V¯ ∩ B. Then
(1) implies that |l⊥ ∩B| = |S∗n−4H(2, q2)| = bn−2. Let P be a point of l\{R}. From (2)
we see that |P⊥ ∩B| = bn−1. Then (1) gives a subspace U¯P that also meetsH(2n, q2)
in a cone Sn−2H(2, q2).
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Also U¯P contains all bn−1 points of P⊥. As l⊥ contains exactly bn−2 points of B,
then l⊥ does not contain U¯P . Hence l⊥ ∩ U¯P is a hyperplane V¯ ′ of U¯P with P ∈ V¯ ′.
Then l⊥ ∩ B is a subset of V¯ and of V¯ ′. As V¯ does not contain l and hence not the
point P, then V¯ = V¯ ′, so dim(V¯ ∩ V¯ ′) dim(V¯ )− 1= n− 1. Hence l⊥ ∩ B lies in a
subspace of dimension n− 1. As l⊥ ∩ B = V¯ ∩ B, this proves the assertion.
(5) Suppose that the point R of H(2n, q2)\B satisﬁes |R⊥ ∩ B| = bn−1. Then there ex-
ists a n-subspace UR such that R /∈UR and such that UR meets H(2n, q2) in a cone
Sn−3H(2, q2). The truncated cone in UR is equal to the set R⊥ ∩ B.
Consider U¯R and a hyperplane V¯1 of U¯R onR, not containing the vertex Sn−2 of the cone
U¯R ∩H(2n, q2). By the previous step, the points V¯1 ∩B lie in an (n− 1)-dimensional
subspace V1 of V¯1, and V1 ∩H(2n, q2)= V1 ∩B = S1n−4H 1(2, q2). Choose a tangent
line t toH 1(2, q2) in the plane 1 := 〈H 1(2, q2)〉. We can ﬁnd a hyperplane V¯2 of U¯R
on R not containing the Sn−2, V1V¯2, but 〈t, S1n−4〉 ⊆ V¯2. By the previous step, we ﬁnd
an (n−1)-dimensional subspace V2 of V¯2, such that V¯2∩B=V2∩B=S1n−4H 2(2, q2),
and t is a tangent line to H 2(2, q2) = H 1(2, q2) and is the intersection of the planes
1 and 2 := 〈H 2(2, q2)〉. Deﬁne the n-dimensional space W := 〈S1n−4,1,2〉.
Since 1 and 2 are skew to Sn−2, we have that Sn−2W , and by (4), we have that
R /∈W . It is clear thatW ∩H(2n, q2)= Sn−3H(2, q2). Choose an arbitrary hermitian
line H ′(1, q2) ⊂ H 1(2, q2) containing the point t ∩ H 1(2, q2). The q2 + 1 (n − 1)-
dimensional subspacesDi ofW, except for the subspaceD1 := 〈Sn−3H ′(1, q2)〉, are all
spanned by points of B, since the hermitian curves Hj(2, q2), j = 1, 2, are contained
in B; and Di intersect the spaces j in secants to Hj(2, q2) or contains H 1(2, q2).
Suppose that for a point P ∈ Di\(V1 ∪ V2 ∪ Sn−3), i = 1, it holds that P /∈B. By (1),
the line 〈R,P 〉meets B in exactly one point T, hence the space 〈T ,Di〉 is a hyperplane
on R of U¯R not containing Sn−2, and spanned by points of B, a contradiction with (4).
Hence, all points P ∈ (W ∩ H(2n, q2))\〈H ′(1, q2), Sn−3〉 lie in B. Letting vary the
Hermitian line H ′(1, q2), we can reach every point of (W ∩ H(2n, q2))\Sn−3, since
the intersection of all these Hermitian lines is empty. We conclude thatUR := W is the
desired hyperplane of U¯R .
(6) From (3) we ﬁnd a point R ∈ H(2n, q2)\B satisfying |R⊥ ∩ B| = bn−1. Then UR
exists and meets H(2n, q2) in a cone Sn−3H(2, q2). Let l be a singular line on R that
is missing UR . Then l⊥ does not contain the vertex Sn−3 of UR , because otherwise
l would be in the perp of 〈Sn−3, R〉, but 〈Sn−3, R〉⊥ = 〈UR,R〉. Thus l⊥ meets UR
in a hyperplane of UR , and this hyperplane meets H(2n, q2) in a Sn−4H(2, q2). As
l⊥ ∩ B is contained in R⊥ ∩ B = UR ∩ B, it follows that l⊥ ∩ B is a truncated cone
Sn−3H(2, q2). Hence |l⊥ ∩B| = bn−2. Then (2) shows |X⊥ ∩B| = bn−1 for all points
X ∈ l. Then every point X ∈ l gives rise to a truncated cone X⊥ ∩B = S∗n−3H(2, q2),
and all these truncated cones share the truncated cone l⊥ ∩B = S∗n−4H(2, q2). Denote
the subspace spanned by l⊥ ∩ B by Ul .
As every point of B is perpendicular to a point of l, we see that B is the union of
these q2 + 1 cones. It follows that |B| = bn−2 + (q2 + 1)(bn−1 − bn−2)= bn, and B is
contained in the union of the q2 + 1 subspaces UX of dimension n, X ∈ l, that share
the (n− 1)-subspace Ul .
Consider a second singular line l′ on R that is missing UR and choose it in such a
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way that Ull′⊥. This is possible, since 〈Ul, R〉⊥ has only dimension n− 1. Then, as
for l, the subspace Ul′ := 〈l′⊥ ∩B〉 has dimension n− 1, and is contained in UX for all
X ∈ l′. We have Ul′ = Ul . Let P be a point of l′ with P = R. Then UP has dimension
n and meets UR in Ul′ . Also S := UP ∩ Ul = Ul′ ∩ Ul has dimension n− 2.
As B is contained in the union of the subspaces UX with X ∈ l, then the truncated
cone UP ∩ B = S∗n−3H(2, q2) is contained in the union of the subspaces UX ∩ UP
with X ∈ l. These subspaces UX ∩ UP share the subspace Ul′ ∩ Ul of dimension
n − 2. Also UX = UP for all X ∈ l. This implies that all q2 + 1 subspaces UX with
X ∈ l are necessary to coverUP . HenceUP meets eachUX in a subspace of dimension
n− 1. As each UX contains Ul , it follows that all subspaces UX, x ∈ l, are contained
in V := 〈UP ,Ul〉. As UP ∩ Ul has dimension n − 2, then V has dimension n + 1.
As V ∩ H(2n, q2) contains different cones Sn−3H(2, q2) sharing a Sn−4H(2, q2), it
follows V ∩H(2n, q2) is a cone Sn−2H(2, q2). SinceB ⊆ V ∩H(2n, q2) and Bmeets
every generator, it follows that |b| = bn and B consists of the points outside the vertex
of this cone.
This concludes the proof. 
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